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Abstract
Determining the movement of marine animals is logistically difﬁcult and is currently primarily based on VHF and
satellite-tracking telemetry, GPS, acoustic telemetry, and geolocation, all of which have substantial limitations in
accurately locating the ﬁne-scale movements of these animals. A recent development—that of dead-reckoning—is being
increasingly used to examine the ﬁne-scale movement of animals underwater. The advantages and drawbacks of this
approach are quite different to those incurred by the other methods. This paper considers the advances that deadreckoning can bring to the study of the often cryptic movement and behaviour of marine animals at sea. Methods used in
determining position via dead-reckoning are presented and consideration is given to results derived from the use of deadreckoning on cetaceans, pinnipeds, penguins and sea turtles; these are complemented by data on cormorants and
albatrosses acquired using GPS systems. Suggestions are made as to how movement data derived from these devices can be
analysed using indices that allow interpretation over a large variety of temporal and spatial scales.
r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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There are essentially six methods for determining
the position of marine animals at sea when they
cannot be observed directly. Four of these will only
work if the animal is at the surface for some period;
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VHF telemetry (Hooker et al., 2002 and references
therein), satellite tracking telemetry (Ferraroli et al.,
2004; Hays et al., 2004a; Jouventin and Weimerskirch, 1990; Sims et al., 2005), GPS technology
(Weimerskirch et al., 2005), and geolocation or
global location sensing (e.g., Block et al., 2001; Hill,
1994; Wilson et al., 1994). Only two methods work
underwater, these being acoustic telemetry (e.g.,
Hindell et al., 2002) and dead-reckoning (Wilson
and Wilson, 1988). Acoustic telemetry necessitates
that receivers be within a few hundred metres of the
animal to be tracked so that fast and widely ranging
species are difﬁcult to access with this method.
Dead-reckoning necessitates that animal speed,
heading and change in depth (or swim angle) be
known so that the three-dimensional movements of
the animal can be calculated by use of vectors.
Dead-reckoning also requires that either the device
be recovered to access the data, or that the data be
transmitted at the end of the wearing period.
Although earlier attempts to use dead-reckoning
principles were primitive (Wilson and Wilson,
1988), advances in solid state technology, particularly as regards to sensors and memories (Fedak,
2004; Kooyman, 2004), have meant that deadreckoning is now coming of age with highly complex
systems being used on a variety of air-breathing
marine vertebrates (e.g., Davis et al., 1999; Wilson
and Liebsch, 2003; Johnson and Tyack, 2003;
Mitani et al., 2003; Zimmer et al., 2005).
The particular forte in dead-reckoning is that
it produces temporally ﬁnely-resolved, regular,
sequential positional data with no gaps (Wilson
et al., 2002a), something that is generally, otherwise,
particularly difﬁcult to acquire in studies of marine
vertebrates. As such, dead-reckoning is a unique
tool for describing animal movements.
Effective descriptions of the foraging behaviour
of animals should be able to identify systematic
patterns (or even the lack of them) and ultimately
allude to the adaptive signiﬁcance of such movements (e.g., Bradshaw et al., 2004; Sims et al., 2005).
Although there are extensive mathematical treatises
devoted to e.g., fractal analysis (Fritz et al., 2003),
sinuosity indices (Benhamou, 2004), and ﬁrst
passage times (Frair et al., 2005) many of these
are intuitively difﬁcult to access, which makes
understanding for ﬁeld biologists problematic. Such
approaches are also often designed to deal with
poor-quality positional data, this being dictated by
the logistics of the study of the animals in the ﬁeld.
Finally, these methods generally look at e.g.,

changes in track tortuosity over various scales
without due consideration of how patterns in space
use vary over time.
In this work, we describe some of the deadreckoning systems that we have used, and present
examples of data that show the different types of
movement exhibited by a variety of species we have
studied. We also propose a new method to help in
the analysis of animal movement that is particularly
appropriate for data gathered by dead-reckoning
because it beneﬁts from the temporally regularly
spaced data. This method allows workers to
visualise the types of movement used by their study
species with temporal and spatial elements in the
foraging tracks clearly separated so that speciesspeciﬁc patterns become apparent. The dead-reckoning data are complemented by data on animal
positions taken by using GPS logging systems on
marine animals that spend extensive periods above
the surface. This should serve as a useful reference
for future studies and help deﬁne how deadreckoning (and GPS) data can be used in a
behavioural, rather than just a positional context.
2. Methods
2.1. Device deployments
This work presents location data gathered from
11 species of marine vertebrate including; turtles,
birds and mammals. We also present some data
from terrestrial applications (dogs, humans). Rather
than presenting the details of all deployments here,
relevant, necessary information is provided in the
results. In essence, though, all positional data were
derived from either dead-reckoning loggers or GPS
loggers, and some data are also presented using
accelerometer loggers. All units were programmed
using computers with the appropriate interface, and
dead-reckoning data were treated by specially
written software (MT-Route and Route10; Jensen
Software Systems, Laboe, Germany) to allow
calculation of animal movement (see Section 2.3).
2.2. Sensors used in dead-reckoners
2.2.1. Speed
Speed was sensed using paddle-wheels (Wilson
et al., 1993), differential pressure sensors incorporating Prandtl tubes (Wilson et al., 2002a, b),
variation in signal from two absolute pressure
sensors (one of which sensed simple hydrostatic
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pressure while the other sensed hydrostatic pressure
plus water pressure resulting from movement
(cf. Wilson et al., 2004)), or Hall effect magnetometers (Wilson and Wilson, 1988; Kreye, 2003).
Most of these systems only began working effectively at speeds in excess of 0.4 m/s and were good to
within 0.1 m/s after calibration on models in a tank
(cf. Wilson et al., 2004). This nominally limits their
use to species that rarely travel at speeds less than
this although we modiﬁed sensitivities accordingly
for the slower-swimming species such as turtles
(Kreye, 2003).
2.2.2. Heading
Heading was determined using one of two
compass types: a mechanical system and a solidstate system. The mechanical system consisted of
three Hall sensors integrated in a miniature, ﬂuidﬁlled, three-dimensional ship’s compass to indicate
animal direction and angle of animal inclination.
Each Hall sensor was located on the outside of the
containing sphere and placed at 901 to the others.
The position of a powerful rare earth magnet,
driving a buoyant inner sphere to be permanently
orientated in a North-South direction, was determined by the Hall sensors reacting to the different
magnetic ﬁeld strengths produced by the varying
positions (for a similar approach see Hochscheid
and Wilson, 1999). During extensive calibrations, a
matrix of Hall sensor output was stored against
pitch, tilt and roll angle of the compass exposed to
the magnetic ﬁeld at the site of deployment. Steps of
101 were used in the calibration and interpolation
was used to derive a resolution of 21 in the ﬁnal
matrix. In the derivation of animal heading, the
computer programme consulted the matrix to ﬁnd
the best solution corresponding to the recordings of
the three Hall sensors. In tests, we found that
heading could be determined to within 31.
The solid state compass (Honeywell, Plymouth,
USA) consisted of a tri-axial magnetometer that
sensed the magnetic ﬁeld strength of the earth so
that, after taking into account sensor angle (derived
from pitch and roll sensors in the dead-reckoner),
animal heading could be determined (this procedure
is outlined in Mitani et al., 2003). The manufacturers state that using this system, heading can be
determined to within 11.
2.2.3. Depth
Depth was sensed using medium-separated pressure sensors (Keller AG, St Gallerstrasse 119,
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Winterthur, Switzerland) designed to operate within
the ranges of 0–10, 0–20 or 0–40 Bar, depending on
the animal concerned, with resolution that varied
between 8 and 16 bit. In most of our applications
the depth could thus be resolved to better than
0.5 m.
2.3. Dead-reckoning calculations
We noted the position of animals equipped with
dead-reckoners at the time they were released into
the wild using GPS. Absolute distances moved over
the sampling intervals were derived from the
measurements of speed and the horizontal distance
moved over any one sample interval was derived
from the absolute distance Dj and pitch angle of aj,
(between times tj and tj+1) according to:
d j ¼ Dj cos aj .

(1)

Assuming the animal’s position at tj to be (xj, yj),
and its heading to be yj, then its position at tj+1 was
calculated via:
ðxjþ1 ; yjþ1 Þ ¼ ðxj þ d j sin yj ; yj þ d j cos yj Þ.

(2)

Substituting from (1) the position at tj+1 is
ðxjþ1 ; yjþ1 Þ ¼ ðxj þ Dj cos aj sin yj ; yj þ Dj cos aj cos yj Þ.

(3)
This process was carried out starting with step
one at t0 ¼ 0 through to the last position, with the
animal’s position being changed in a cumulative
manner. Where the end position of the equipped
animal was known, taken to be (xrealend, yrealend), the
calculated position (xcalcend, ycalcend) could be
compared to give the total positional error as
ðxrealend ; yrealend Þ  ðxcalcend ; ycalcend Þ.

(4)

Assuming drift to be constant over time, the error
per measurement interval was taken to be
ðxcorr ; ycorr Þ ¼ ððxrealend ; yrealend Þ  ðxcalcend ; ycalcend ÞÞ=n.

(5)
Using Eqs. (3) and (5), we corrected the best
estimate for animal position at any time tj+1 to be:
ðx~ jþ1 ; y~ jþ1 Þ ¼ ðxj þ Dj cos aj sin yj þ jxcorr ; yj
þ Dj cos aj cos yj þ jycorr Þ

ð6Þ

[equivalent to recalculating the positions using the
algorithm
ðxjþ1 ; yjþ1 Þ ¼ ðxj þ Dj cos aj sin yj þ xcorr ; yj
þ Dj cos aj cos yj þ ycorr Þ.
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Following this analysis, tracks were produced
that consisted of x, y and z co-ordinates in metres
from the start point, separated at intervals that
corresponded to the intervals at which the data were
logged (varying between 0.2 and 10 s).
2.4. Analytical methods for examination of track
tortuosity
We initially produced a deﬁnition of two-dimensional track tortuosity based on the horizontal
straight line distance travelled by an animal over a
deﬁned time period (encompassing m sampling
periods) divided by the total horizontal distance
travelled calculated by summing the horizontal
distance travelled during each measurement interval
from times tj to tj+m. We only applied this process
where animals were known to be travelling rather
than resting in one spot as evidenced by speed and/
or depth sensors.
Mathematically, this is:

ðx~ jþm ; y~

m1
 X

~
~
Þ

ð
x
;
y
Þ
=
; or
j j
jþm
k¼0

m1

 X
ðx~ jþm ; y~ Þ  ðx~ j ; y~ Þ=
d jþk ðsin yjþk ; cos yjþk Þ
jþm
j
k¼0


þðxcorr ; ycorr Þ

ð7Þ

for the raw and corrected data, respectively.
In order to deﬁne some measure of Area Interest
Index (AII), we subtracted this value from 1 so that
straight line travelling had values of 0 and circular
movement within the speciﬁed time interval had a
value of 1 (Fig. 1). Thus
AII ¼ 1  jðx~ jþm ; y~ jþm Þ  ðx~ j ; y~ j Þj=

m1
X

d jþk ðsin yjþk ; cos yjþk Þ

k¼0


þðxcorr ; ycorr Þ.

ð8Þ
We set m ¼ 2 in all future calculations of AII
referred to in this work. This approach shows how
the tortuosity of tracks varies with time but does not
adequately allow the variation in tortuosity of
tracks as a function of scale to be assessed if step
length remains constant because high levels of
small-scale tortuosity impact the lower term in
Eq. (8) even if m is increased. To deal with this
problem x, y positional data were run once to
calculate the AII before being progressively thinned
to increase the step length (Fig. 1). The AII

calculation was then re-run while holding m
constant at 2. Thus, although the absolute integer
value of m remained constant, its effective value in
terms of time varied, becoming larger with increased
thinning. In order for the values of AII from each
run to be completely independent of the preceding
run, the thinning out process nominally involved
removing every other point at each subsequent
stage. Thus, if the sample interval was i, the effective
step length was i, 2i, 4i, 8i, y in four runs of
increasing scale assessment (Fig. 1). Note, that
where m42, problems can occur due to aliasing in
the data because, by repeatedly sub-sampling the
data, without pre-ﬁltering, high-frequency processes
can be aliased, causing them to appear as lowerfrequency processes. The solution to this is to ﬁlter
the data before sub-sampling. Where every other
point is to be sub-sampled, for example, the ﬁlter
should be implemented to remove variation in the
top half of the pass-band (by weighted averaging of
spatial locations prior to sub-sampling). Finally, we
note that our procedure, as described, appears to
throw many of the data away. However, by
beginning the procedure after the ﬁrst time interval,
a second estimate of the high-frequency AII can be
derived, albeit relating to a slightly later period. The
next lower-frequency AII can be similarly estimated
for any of the next three intervals, for example.
These estimates can then be used with a smoothing
procedure to provide the best estimate at any one
time for a given frequency.
The procedure described above produced the data
necessary for a three-dimensional matrix of AII
against time as a function of scale and these data
were subsequently gridded using the program Surfer
(Golden Software) according to the default setting
using kriging as the methodology. We note here that
the precise method by which this gridding occurs
will affect the resultant picture substantially and this
should be given careful thought (although discussion here is not warranted). The subsequent plot
was also undertaken using Surfer (Fig. 1, right hand
side) with the plots being improved by thinning data
less than by simply removing half the points at each
stage, although the interdependence of adjacent
points on the surface must be borne in mind.
3. Results
We have regularly spaced, ﬁnely resolved data
on movement in free-living animals from a total of
11 species. Inspection of the simple horizontal
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Fig. 1. (A) Theoretical path of an animal showing a loop in the overall straight course but subject to increasing thinning (top to bottom)
by deletion of every other point so that resolution of movement becomes increasingly coarse. (B) Shows the AII (m ¼ 2) for the various
tracks. Note that the highest values occur when 16 points have been deleted and that the loop is composed of ca. 16 points in the ﬁnest
resolution. (C) Shows a 3-d plot of AII (vertical axis) versus time and degree of data reduction (scale).
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displacement in these shows the substantial variation in path tortuosity over time and over the
different scales (e.g., Fig. 2). The representation of
such movements as an AII in a scale-based diagram
in the form of a contour plot (Fig. 3) shows how
different scales of tortuosity can be presented with
an equal weighting and how this varies over time.

Consideration of contour plots of AII versus time
and scale in different species shows that all species
have periods of straight line travel over almost all
scales and these periods are often separated by
increases in AII also over all scales considered on
the y-axis (these appear as vertical lines in the plots
although these lines will be over-exaggerated due to

Increasing zoom

Increasing sample interval

Sample interval 2 s

Sample interval 10 s

Sample interval 100 s

Fig. 2. Track of a Magellanic Penguin Spheniscus magellanicus equipped with a dead reckoner and foraging from a colony at Cabo
Virgenes, Santa Cruz, Argentina. The graphs show the effect of sample interval on apparent path tortuosity (left to right) and the degree of
convolution of the route according to the scale over which it is considered. The circle in the left hand corner of the top graph shows the
point of departure and arrival of the bird at the colony.
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Fig. 3. Contour plot of the Area Interest Index (AII) versus time as a function of (time) scale of a foraging track of a Magellanic Penguin
(shown in Fig. 2). AIIs of o0.1 are shown by white areas and increasing shading shows increasingly convoluted tracks. AIIs in excess of
0.5 are delineated by black lines. Shading levels correspond to AII intervals of 0.1.

the large difference in scale between x- and y-axes)
(Fig. 4). Within the examples shown there are
obvious cases of species that have the majority of
the displayed AII surface dedicated to straight
line travel (the porpoise, sea lion and seal), while
others have greater proportions of convoluted
tracks (the penguins) and one (the turtle) even
has a predominantly convoluted track at the scale
shown (Fig. 4). This last case is to be expected
because the animal was engaged in an inter-nesting
interval and moved little. Other than this, all
tracks were derived from animals known to be
foraging. Clearly marked deviations from straightline travel (shaded regions in the AII contour plots)
correspond to ‘convolution events, and can be
deﬁned by particular shapes or forms, most of
which appear as vertical bars (see above). Otherwise, deviations may appear as relatively rounded
shapes in the AII contour plots, something that is
particularly easy to see when the data are gridded
with ﬁne temporal and spatial resolution (Fig. 5). In
some species, such as the Wandering albatross,
these points appear, at times, with almost systematic
regularly.
Aside from data on animals that uniquely travel
by swimming or ﬂying (Figs. 3–5), we have derived
AII contour plots with data from Imperial cormorants that travel by both ﬂying and swimming
(Fig. 6). The plots show markedly different AIIs
according to travel mode, with almost all extended
ﬂight sections being in a straight line (Fig. 6B)
whereas swimming periods are generally tortuous at
very small scales although at larger scales they too
may be in straight lines (Fig. 6 Section B).

Our primary aim in this treatise was to develop a
method to examine animal movement in the twodimensional horizontal plane. It is worth noting,
however, that this process can be performed on data
in three-dimensional space or in a single dimension
such as depth.
4. Discussion
4.1. Errors in dead-reckoning
Dead-reckoning for animals necessitates that
three elements be recorded; animal speed, animal
heading and animal position in the vertical axis. In
addition, the animal’s position must be known at
least once during the period when its movement is
being monitored so that relative calculated coordinates can be ascribed to position. Typically, the
animal’s position is known at the moment the
animal is equipped and released into the wild at time
t ¼ 0, so that the position at t ¼ 1 is given by
consideration of this start position modiﬁed by the
distance vectors derived from animal speed between
t ¼ 0 and t ¼ 1 and the heading and pitch angle
(this latter being derived from the change in animal
height (or depth) between t ¼ 0 and 1). A primary
element in determining overall route calculations in
dead-reckoning resides with the accuracy of the
primary logged parameters of speed, depth and
heading.
4.1.1. Speed
The accurate measurement of speed is a critical
element in determination of routes determined using
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Fig. 4. AII contour plots for seven different marine animals. Contour intervals are the same in all species with the white surfaces
corresponding to AII values of less than 0.1, with levels increasing by values of 0.25 in stages beyond this and depicted by increasing
shading. All species were equipped with dead-reckoners to determine movements although sampling intervals varied. Conditions were:
Harbour Porpoise Phocaena phocaena equipped in the Baltic (2001), sample interval 6 s; South American Sea Lion Otaria flavescens
equipped at Peninsula Valdes, Argentina (2004), sample interval 10 s; Harbour Seal Phoca vitulina, equipped in the North Sea (2004),
sample interval 10 s; Adélie Penguin Pygoscelis adeliae, Chinstrap Penguin Pygoscelis antarctica and Gentoo Penguin Pygoscelis papua
equipped at King George Island, Antarctica (1992), sample interval 10 s; Hawksbill Turtle Eretmochelys imbricata, equipped in the
Caribbean (1998), sample interval 15 s.
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Fig. 5. (A) Section of a ﬂight of a Wandering Albatross Diomedea exulans equipped at Possession Island, southern Indian Ocean with the
time travelling at 42 m/s shown in minutes with (B) the corresponding AII contour plot. The insets in (A) and (B) are shown expanded in
(C) and (D), respectively. Note how repetitive patterns from dynamic soaring (X1 in (C)) give a characteristic AII pattern (X1 in (D)) with
the minimum turn radius of the bird dictating how far down the scale the contours can extend. AIIs of o0.1 are shown in white and
increasing density steps ¼ 0.1.

dead-reckoning. Systematic under-, or over-estimation leads to reduced or expanded moved ranges/
distances which leads to incorrect absolute positions
although it does not affect elements such as the
tortuosity of tracks. There is remarkable variation
in the types of speed sensors used by different
groups working on marine animals and options
include paddle wheels (Ponganis et al., 1990;
Sundstrom and Gruber, 1998), propellers (Ropert-

Coudert et al., 2002; Yoda et al., 2001), turbines
(Eckert, 2002), differential pressure sensors (including those using Prandtl tubes) (Wilson et al.,
2002a, b) and absolute pressure sensors (Wilson
et al., 2004), Hall effect magnetometers (Kreye,
2003) and piezo-resistive sensors (R.P. Wilson,
Unpubl. data). All methods that involve moving
parts have a stall speed below which they do not
work, and this is typically 0.3 m/s so errors can be
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Fig. 6. (A) Movements of an Imperial Cormorant Phalacrocorax atriceps made during a foraging trip from a colony at Punta León,
Chubut, Argentina (2004) as determined by a GPS logger recording at intervals of 1 s. The position of the bird underwater was simply
calculated by interpolating linearly between GPS ﬁxes at the surface between dives. Sections 1 and 2 show zooms, which can be put into
perspective by looking at (B).
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substantial. A suggested alternative that does away
with this would use the Doppler shift (Kreye, 2003),
although to our knowledge this principle has not
yet been used on animals. Probably the most serious
error in measurement of speed stems from inappropriate calibration. The speed of water ﬂow over
an animal varies with animal size and shape and
position of the speed sensor (Bannasch et al., 1994)
so transducers that measure speed should be
calibrated on life-size models. Even so, water ﬂow
may differ to that over real animals (Carpenter
et al., 2000). This problem can be negated by having
loggers with high-resolution tilt sensors (e.g., Mitani
et al., 2003) and pressure transducers so that the
speed component of a dive can be calculated by
equating the rate of change of depth with dive
angle and this can be regressed against the value
recorded for speed to produce a relationship
between speed sensor output and real speed. The
value of this approach is that the process can be
used at any time when the animal is ascending or
descending the water column (i.e., there is potential
from every dive) (Blackwell et al., 1999) and the
process can be repeated at intervals through the
logged period to ascertain that there is no change in
the calibration.
Theoretically, there is no reason why deadreckoners should not be used on terrestrial animals
where they would be particularly useful in animals
living in environments that do not lend themselves
to GPS, such as thick vegetation (Frair et al., 2004)
or where power requirements make a high frequency of ﬁxes difﬁcult (Anderson and Lindzey,
2003). The major problem here is the determination
of speed or effective distance travelled. Speed
can theoretically be determined via acceleration
(cf. Yoda et al., 2001), but in practice this is subject
to substantial errors so that dead-reckoning does
not work (Springer, 1992). The approach currently
being adopted is that of analysis of animal strides
determined via accelerometry (Fig. 7A) because
stride length equates with both stride frequency and
measured amplitudes in the acceleration wave signal
(Fig. 7B). It is likely, however, that such measures
will have to consider individual morphology and,
despite this, that terrestrial dead-reckoners will be
subject to errors. The extent of these errors will be
most easily apparent after trials. In its favour,
however, terrestrial dead-reckoning is not subject to
drift errors, which may be a problem in aquatic
animals and is particularly grave in ﬂying species
(Dallantonia et al., 1995).
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4.1.2. Depth and animal pitch
Errors in depth are of little concern in deadreckoning because depth transducers tend to be
highly accurate (usually accurate to within a
fraction of a metre; Hays et al., 2004b). Moreover,
every depth reading can be taken as an independent
event, a mono-dimensional equivalent of a GPS ﬁx.
The greatest consequence of inaccurate depth
measurement relates to determination of speed
(in calibrations for speed sensors where the change
in depth over time is related to body angle—see
Section 4.1.1). In fact, values for speed taken from a
calibration can be used in tandem with recorded
data on pitch as well as rate of change of depth in a
triangle of elements to examine variance and
consistency in all three parameters. Perhaps one of
the greatest errors in this approach lies in apparent
inconsistencies between body pitch angles and rate
of change of depth at a given speed because the
device actually only measures device pitch angles
rather than animal pitch angles and if device
orientation does not represent the true longitudinal
axis of the animal errors will arise. A way around
this problem is to look for sections of the data
where there is no depth change between two
consecutive readings before examining the pitch
recorded from the instrument at this time. The
difference in the recorded pitch from the device and
the actual pitch of the animal represents the offset
with which all pitch measurements must be corrected so that device data truly represent the animal
pitch (Sato et al., 2003).
4.1.3. Compass heading
The manufacturers of solid-state compasses state
that their systems can resolve heading to within 11.
This assumes virtually perfect information on
compass orientation (pitch and roll) because solid
state compasses record tri-axial magnetic ﬁeld
intensity, which is then put into perspective by
consideration of compass sensor orientation with
respect to gravity and magnetic declination. Both
magnetic ﬁeld strength and declination vary with
location so that solid-state compasses produce
outputs that vary accordingly. However, since the
output of any one of the tri-axial magnetic ﬁeld
strength sensors depends directly on the angle and
the strength of the impinging magnetic ﬁeld,
a simple calibration at the site of deployment
should sufﬁce to allow device orientation to be
calculated. Where animals tracked using deadreckoning travel extensively, web sites, such as
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Fig. 7. (A) Changes in surge (black line), heave (blue line) and sway (red line) acceleration recorded by a logger mounted on a collar of a
15 kg border collie Canis familiaris sampling at 32 Hz during different speeds of movement. Note that acceleration units are relative and
offset from each other to highlight trends. (B) Measured speed in 12 humans travelling at different velocities as a function of stride
frequency and length derived from logger accelerometry data. Although the volunteers were both male and female and showed high
morphological variance (outside leg dimensions 94–112 cm) the 3D plot shows a remarkably tight relationship.

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/seg/geomag/magﬁeld.shtml
can be used to derive magnetic ﬁeld declinations and
intensities and outputs interpreted accordingly.
Implicit in determination of animal heading is that
both the compass sensor and the body orientation
sensor are perfectly aligned on the circuit board,
which can be achieved with careful engineering or
can be corrected after careful calibration. However,
the ability of the compass sensor to provide a true
animal heading also depends on the extent to which
device orientation reﬂects animal orientation. In

fact, it is not a trivial matter to ﬁx a device to an
animal so that it faces exactly forward. While errors
in device pitch can be corrected, problems with
device heading not representing those of the animal
are more difﬁcult to assess (Fig. 8) but can be
alluded to by careful observation of the way the
device sits on the animal after it has been released.
Finally, studies on animals close to the magnetic
poles may not be able to use dead-reckoning since
the horizontal component of the magnetic ﬁeld
becomes negligible, and difﬁculties may also arise
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Fig. 8. A theoretical route calculated for an animal starting from
the point shown by a cross and based on dead-reckoning (swim
speed 1 m/s), shown in continuous lines in all ﬁgures, has been
subject to errors to show the effect on route calculations: (A)
Inaccurately estimated speed, with dashed line showing overestimated (v ¼ 1.2 m/s), and dotted line under-estimated
(v ¼ 0.8 m/s), speeds. (B) Heading misrepresented by 51 due to
skew device attachment to the animal. (C) Drift due to a
transverse current ﬂowing at 0.1 m/s from East to West.

when using such systems in areas with magnetic
anomalies.
4.2. Route calculation
4.2.1. Environmental errors and methods to reduce
them
Errors in the accuracy of any of the sensors
described above are most serious if they are
systematic, although if the extent of sensor error is
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known most problems can be resolved by appropriate modiﬁed calibrations (cf. Fig. 8). However,
the environment also acts to produce systematic
errors. Thus, animals operating in moveable media,
such as ﬂying birds (subject to wind) or swimming
species (subject to currents), can drift off calculated
positions. A primary indication that this has
happened occurs when two deﬁned, and known,
points on the track (such as start and end points) do
not coincide with the calculated positions. The
problem can then be reduced by determining the
difference in space between the deﬁned points
and correcting the points between to accord (see
Eq. (6)). This process assumes linear drift over time,
though, which may not be the case. Knowledge of
local current or wind conditions may help here
although an increased number of independent true
ﬁxes, such as via GPS, is the ideal solution with,
ultimately, the most accurate routes calculated by
dead-reckoning being those with the highest incidence of GPS positional ﬁxes. Such ﬁxes can
correct for positioning errors described above as
well as indicating the extent of the errors. GPS ﬁxes
also highlight where temporary sensor malfunction
may occur, speed sensors being particularly susceptible to this due to blockage by material. The
combination of dead-reckoning with GPS promises
to be a particularly powerful methodology for
determining animal tracks since GPS-derived data
suffer only from a virtually invariant, known
positional error per ﬁx, while dead-reckoning,
although subject to cumulative errors, can ﬁll in
for periods when GPS technology does not work,
such as underwater. Where GPS technology does
not work at all, consideration of the depths reached
by equipped diving animals may help reﬁne
estimates of position if the bathymetry is accurately
known (working on the principal that no animal can
dive deeper than the bottom).
This process can be even more reﬁned in
terrestrial animals since they can only move over a
two-dimensional surface. Thus, body angles and
directions and changes in height must conform to
the topography of the terrain so that this also could
be used as an independent measure of the correct
functioning of the system.
The considerations above are most important
with respect to absolute animal position. However,
even when long deployments of dead-reckoners
result in so much error (e.g., via differential drift)
that accurate true positions cannot be resolved, the
relative movement displayed by the animal for
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Fig. 9. Schematic view of how particular travel features are displayed in AII contour plots. (A) Shows an example of movement of an
animal localising its prey by e.g. scent; (B) Shows an example of how an animal that has localised prey might subsequently search the
environs by gradually increasing its search radius and (C) Shows how the two processes might be combined.

periods during that deployment still can be usefully
assessed in a behavioural context provided the time
interval over which the analysis is conducted is not
excessive.
Overall, we believe dead-reckoning to be a very
promising approach for determination of animal
movements, for elucidating habitat preferences and,
with its high spatial and temporal resolution, a
powerful methodology for highlighting particular
movement patterns that are indicative of behavioural processes (Viswanathan et al., 1996, 1999; Frair
et al., 2005; Benhamou, 2004) (such as speciﬁc
tracks resulting from tracking prey via scent). Our
ability to recognise these latter elements, however,
necessitates an analytically robust approach so that
the behavioural elements in movement become
apparent irrespective of the scale over which they

occur. This is where the proposed AII analysis could
play a useful role.
4.3. Value of AII analysis
The primary value in AII data, and particularly in
the contour plots presented here, is that the multiscale tortuosity of complete animal tracks can be
immediately visually assessed without bias for scale.
In addition, representation of this tortuosity over
time means that temporal changes in the convolutions of tracks are also apparent, although if long
periods are graphed out small events tend to become
lost (cf. Fig. 5). Although not considered statistically, our data show striking interspeciﬁc differences
in AII contour plots, which presumably reﬂect
search strategies for the animals concerned. These
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strategies are primarily deﬁned by the extent of
straight-line travel in the plots (white surfaces) and
the degree to which it is broken up by convolution
events (the shaded surfaces) with more tortuosity
(Benhamou, 2004) (Fig. 4). Although in this work,
we simply qualitatively describe features of the AII
contour plots, the form of convolution events could
be described mathematically so that particular
shapes could be assessed for their degree of
incidence and clustering. Matrices of convolution
events could be built up incorporating; the shape of
particular contour intervals (Gielis, 2003), the
integral of the convolution event, the scale over
which it occurred, and its temporal proximity to
other convolution events. In addition, where convolution events are determined (by some statistically
objective process) to be vertical bars (cf. Fig. 4) the
width of the bar, the position of its AII peak and the
rate of decrease of its value across the scale also
could describe the convolution event. Mathematical
descriptions of convolution events would mean that
they could be examined for clustering with a view to
identifying particular types of movement indicative
of some speciﬁc process. Since the data used also
give animal position, then the occurrence of
particular processes can be ascribed to locations
and consideration given to the adaptive signiﬁcance
of that behaviour at the speciﬁc place. Overall, since
most of our equipped animals were foraging,
convolution events are likely to be associated with
one of three major processes—(a) simple search for
prey without reference to a cue, (b) search for prey
following a cue, or (c) prey acquisition following,
e.g., pursuit. We suggest that detailed description of
the apparent convolution events might reveal
species-speciﬁc patterns that represent foraging
strategies. For example, an expected convolution
event for an animal honing in on prey by scent
would be a bar slanting from the top left to the
bottom right (Fig. 9A) while an animal gradually
expanding the area of search having previously
discovered prey (an appropriate strategy in an area
where prey tend to be clumped) would be a vertical
mirror image of this (Fig. 9B). A combination of the
two processes should create a V-shape (Fig. 9C)
though we have, as yet, not observed this pattern in
our data.
Convolution events at very ﬁne scales also can
represent characteristic patterns resulting from the
biomechanics of movement. For example, the
typical patterns of movement of procellariiformes
during dynamic soaring (Walker and Westneat,
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2000; Stocker and Weihs, 1998; Bishop, 2005) may,
depending on wind and wave conditions, result in a
characteristic wave pattern in horizontal movement
(Fig. 5), which appears on the AII contour plot
as a series of similar repeating convolution events
(Fig. 5—highlighted section A). It is notable here
that our data from the wandering albatross indicate
that during ﬂight this bird did not have an AII of
greater than 0.1 at intervals of less than about 4 s.
At ﬂight speeds of ca. 20 m/s (H. Weimerskirch,
Unpubl. data) the bird covered 80 m in 4 s over and
had an effective minimum ﬂight circle radius of over
350 m. In this case, the fact that our AII contour
plot effectively shows no convolution events at
scales of less than 4 s demonstrates that, during
ﬂight at least, this data set achieves minimum
resolution desirability for determining animal movement. Since wandering albatrosses cannot turn
more tightly during ﬂight than that calculated, it
means that with the current resolution we are
able to detect any movement pattern that the bird
might initiate. Clearly though, similar studies for
penguins, with their remarkable manoeuvrability
(Hui, 1985) would require sub-second sampling
frequencies. We suggest that, where possible, it is
desirable for the sampling frequency of deadreckoning or GPS systems to be set so that the
minimum turn radius of the animal in question
is reﬂected in convolution events that do not meet
the point where the scale axis crosses the time axis
in the AII contour plot (cf. Fig. 4 Adelie with
Fig. 5C).
Most of our examples of AII contour plots deal
with changes in two dimensions in the horizontal
plane but the process also can be carried out in three
dimensions or two dimensions in the vertical plane.
This is particularly relevant for animals such as ﬁsh
that are not constrained to return to the sea surface
in order to breathe. Diving species that breathe air
must always return to the sea surface and thus, in a
three-dimensional AII contour plot, they would
tend to have regular convolution events that
correspond to this. This is a demonstration of how
the AII methodology highlights particular behavioural events, in this case the dive. Depending on
the question asked, however, it may be more
relevant to examine movement with emphasis on
changes in vertical movement so that a twodimensional AII can be constructed where one
dimension is depth. It is even feasible to present an
AII contour plot for a single dimension although,
understandably, this is most useful for species that
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do not repeatedly and rapidly move up and down an
appreciable part of the water column.
Finally, for many animals that travel at constant
speed (Hui, 1983, 1987, 1988), the AII contour plots
with x- and/or y-axes as time can be easily
converted to distance (one or both). This has the
advantage of giving the worker a good idea of the
spatial scale over which the convolution events
occur. Where swim speed is not constant, the
conversion is more problematic, and where different
travel modes incorporate very different speeds, such
as in the case of the Imperial Cormorant ﬂying or
swimming, small-scale tortuosity in the low-speed
mode may be hidden in the large amount of the plot
consecrated to high-speed travel.
Animal movements and behaviour are tremendously complex although patterns are now becoming increasingly apparent (Viswanathan et al., 1996)
and the potential beneﬁts to the animals engaged in
these behaviours are also becoming more transparent (Viswanathan et al., 1999). Our abilities to test
predictions about how animals move and behave
depend, however, primarily on our capacity to
document what is happening. This documentation
necessitates systems for measuring what actually
happens in the ﬁeld as well as analytical methods.
With the huge advances in solid-state electronics,
dead-reckoning is now a real alternative to other
position determining systems and at times is the
only option. This, coupled with the formulation for
AIIs with the derived contour plots, promises to be
a useful tool in the attempt to understand the
patterns that animals display in their movements as
well as the reasons behind them.
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